Cue to go on
(TATEH:) ...and she is not for sale."

(TATEH holds the LITTLE GIRL close to him. He can no longer escape the reality of his failure and unfulfilled dreams)

Slowly

TATEH:

Look at my daughter, God. Why have you brought us here? How can I feed her or

clot her or protect her here? Where's the America we were supposed to get?
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Was it a silhouette?!! Hey, Mister! Here in America a-

accel. poco a poco

ny-thing you want, you can be!

accel. poco a poco marzato (klezmer)

Suck-er, step up, and I'll cut-you out your own guar-an-tee!

marcato (klezmer)
Come see the artist, big shot, oh, yes!

Red, white, and blue! Hooray and God bless! I'm a success!

I'm a success! Success! Success!